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IT'S SO GLORIOUSLY

HEN the thermometer
"sees red" and "Old Sol" beats
down unmercifully, keep in
mind that you can reach California's
Summer Capitol within a few hours'
drive. Cool, invigorating breezes and
a tumbling surf provide the ideal tonic.
You can sail, fish, swim and tan to a
deep bronze. You can loiter on the
"Walk of a Thousand Lights" and stroll
along the palisades with the Pacific
bathed in the moonlight below. And
you can sleep in such cool comfort!
Rentals and living costs are surprisingly
low.
lor Reii/nl Details, Living Costs, anil Other Vacation
Information, Write ti) BECKONEERS, Long Beach, Calif.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By JUNE LE MERT PAXTON

Dr. Yerba Santa and Dr. Squaw
Tea
Offer their service, asking nary
a fee;
While ol' Doc Sage always is handy
Steeping a brew that beats any
brandy.
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Sidewinder, Photo b y James M. Dannaldson
and Harold Allport, Jr.
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D e s e r tS t o r m
By CAROLINE S. YETTER

Fallon, Nevada
Desert's mighty stillness tightens
'round us,
Light reflects from sand of dead
white earth;
Flitting shadows 'mong the sage and
greasewood
Fill the air with songs of insect mirth.
Stiff and dry the leaves and sand
blown petals
Rustle now with hint of things to
come—
Swift upon us bursts a blinding storm
cloud
Pierced with biting sand to drive
us home.

Photograph by
JERRY McLAIN
301 Myrtle Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona
This picture w a s awarded
first prize in the July photographic contest of the Desert
Magazine. Taken with a 4x5
Speed Graphic, Schneider f:4.5
lens, 1/25 second exposure, 8
stop, using cloud filter at six
p.m.
While black fury, hateful and unbounded
Sends before it, but not long to lie,
Sagebrush, thistles, leaves and spiny
cactus,
Battered, torn from earth and left to
die.

Suddenly—
Billowing clouds scud quickly 'cross
the sky,
Thin films of mist obscure the
mountain peaks;
An eerie light on parched and windblown
earth
Portends that once more Silent
Nature speaks.
For, at this moment, grey with chilly
blast,
A golden light dispels the darkening
mist;
A gorgeous sun, blood-red, breaks
through at last—
Nor leaves the now resplendent hills
unkissed.
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To the Yuma Indians the picture of an unsaved soul
burning in hell always brought terror—// reminded them
of the cremation of their own dead relatives.

Padre of the
Uncharted Desert
By ARTHUR WOODWARD

Father Eusebio Kino extended the outposts of
the Christian faith north from Mexico to the Gila
river. That w a s in the latter part of the 17th century.
Seventy-five years later Father Francisco Garces carried the banner of Christendom farther north to the
land of the Chemehuevi, the Mojave, the Havasupai
and the Hopi. Father Garces died a martyr at the
hands of the Yuma Indians before his work w a s finished—but he w a s a pioneer whose character will
always b e loved by the men a n d women of the
desert.

Art by GLORIA WIDMANN

f ) LMOST naked Yuma Indians
I / squatted around the grey-robed
Franciscan priest, Father Francisco Garces, as he earnestly exhorted them
to follow the True Faith.
In one hand the good Father held the
magic fetish, the little cross which an interpreter informed the awed Indians bore
the image of the Son of God. Garces'
other hand supported a staff from which
fluttered a banner showing the picture of
a saintly woman—the Virgin Mary.
Suddenly the Father reversed the banner and there staring at the astounded
natives was a man writhing in the flames
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of hell. To Garces it was but a symbol of
the wrath to be visited on all unrepentant sinners. But to the Indians it might
well have suggested the cremation of one
of their own dead relatives—and since
the Yumas in the year 1771 did not like
to be reminded of the dead, any more
than they do to this day, they turned
their faces from the picture and many of
them ran away.
This reaction of the heathen never
failed to please the earnest young priest.
Everywhere he went among the river people the Indians averted their gaze from
the burning sinner. It was a sign of deep

understanding on the part of these poor
ignorant children of the desert, Father
Garces thought. The same people fingered
the well thumbed breviary and kissed
the crucifix because they were further
evidences of the white man's power. The
magnetic compass, the little metal thorn
imprisoned in a case that told the medicine man where to go was also magic
beyond their comprehension.
Father Garces was 33 years old when
he first visited the Colorado river. He
had been ordained scarcely five years
when he was sent to the mission of
San Xavier del Bac in the Papago country.

